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1. Introduction
The Lambert W function is deﬁned as the solution of the equation
WeW = x, (1.1)
and a unique real-valued solution W (x) exists which maps [−e−1,∞) onto [−1,∞). There is a second solution which
maps [−e−1,0) onto [−1,−∞). Corless et al. [8] is the fundamental account of the Lambert W function, and it describes
its properties and many applications. Additional applications are provided by Valluri et al. [18] and Brito et al. [5]. In the
main these applications involve combinatorial enumeration, solution of transcendental equations and physical modeling in
terms of differential equations.
Here we are concerned with probability consequences of a new property. This is that W (x) is a Bernstein function, i.e.,
it is positive-valued on the positive reals and W ′(x) is completely monotone there. This property is established in Section 3
and it implies that W is the Laplace exponent of a positive inﬁnitely divisible (infdiv) law, which we name the (standard)
Lambert law. We show that it is a generalized gamma convolution, and establish other properties such as expressions for
its moments.
At least three families of discrete laws can be associated with W . Two are deﬁned (Section 4) in terms of the positive
arm of the principal branch of W . They are shown to be Poisson mixture families, and one of them comprises generalized
negative-binomial convolutions.
The following problem is the original motivation for this work. A generalized Poisson (GP) law [7] by deﬁnition is a
probability distribution whose support is the non-negative integers and whose probability generating function has the form
h(τ ;λ,m) = e−m(1−g(τ )),
where λ,m > 0 and g solves the functional equation g = τe−λ(1−g) . A unique positive solution g(τ ) exists and it is the
generating function of a probability law whose support is the set of natural numbers. This law is non-defective if and only
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the number of customers served during a busy period initiated by a single customer in the queuing system where single
arrivals occur at the event times of a Poisson process with rate λ and they require a unit time of service. The assertions
about the supports of these laws follow from the explicit expressions of their mass functions which we record in Section 5.
The GP law is compound Poisson and hence it is discretely inﬁnitely divisible (DID), meaning that it is inﬁnitely divisible
in the usual sense and that its components have the same support, namely, the non-negative integers. The distinction
between discrete and ordinary inﬁnite divisibility often is not made, and this sometimes causes confusion. The distinction is
made clear by Grandell [9, p. 26] and by Steutel and van Harn [17, p. 23]. The shifted Borel law has probability generating
function g(τ )/τ and hence it too is DID. Our original aim was to prove that GP laws have a Poisson mixture representation,
and we refer to Grandell [9] and Steutel and van Harn [17] for general discussions of Poisson mixing.
Joe and Zhu [11] have shown that the GP law is a Poisson mixture by using the Puri–Goldie [14] criterion (though not
attributed as such). Speciﬁcally, g(1 − t) is deﬁned and positive if t > 0, and hence so is h(1 − t). The Poisson mixture
structure is equivalent to the condition that h(1− t) is the Laplace–Stieltjes transform of a distribution function supported
in [0,∞), and this holds if g(1− t) is a Laplace–Stieltjes transform. Bernstein’s theorem (see e.g. Steutel and van Harn [17,
p. 483]) asserts that proving this is equivalent to proving that g(1− t) is completely monotone, i.e., that
(−1)n d
n
dtn
g(1− t) = g(n)(1− t) 0
holds for all t > 0 and n = 0,1,2, . . . . (This condition always holds if 0 < t  1.) Joe and Zhu show that the ﬁrst three
derivatives satisfy this condition, and they indicate how induction proves it for all derivatives.
The GP laws can be represented as convolution powers of the shifted Borel law. In turn, the probability generating
function of the Borel law has a well-known expression in terms of the negative arm of the principal branch of W . This
connection with Theorem 3.1 below provides a proof that GP laws are Poisson mixtures which is a good alternative to the
proof of Joe and Zhu. This is shown in Section 5, together with the fact that GP laws also are generalized negative-binomial
convolutions. These results embrace the more general Borel–Tanner laws, a family indexed by a parameter λ > 0 and positive
integers r. Their deﬁnition [10] is equivalent to the property that their probability generating function is gr(τ ).
Generalizations of the Lambert law involving mixing by a positive stable law are sketched in Section 6. Key concepts are
introduced and referenced in Section 2. There is some duplication of notation between sections, but no confusion should
result from this.
2. Some key concepts
The following concepts related to Bernstein functions arise in the sequel, and we refer to Schilling et al. [16] for a
thorough discussion of all of these concepts. We remind the reader that the abbreviation infdiv refers to inﬁnitely divisible
laws supported in the non-negative real line.
Suppose that b  0 is a constant and Ω is a measure on Borel subsets of (0,∞) which satisﬁes ∫∞0 (1 ∧ y)Ω(dy) < ∞.
The function
B(θ) = bθ +
∞∫
0
(
1− e−θ y)Ω(dy), (2.1)
deﬁnes the general form of a Bernstein function and we write B to denote this class of functions. Note that the integrand
equals zero if x = 0, and hence we can, and shall, assume that Ω({0}) = 0. A more general version of (2.1) includes an
additive constant on the right-hand side. By omitting this constant, the Laplace–Stieltjes transforms of non-defective infdiv
laws coincide with functions of the form exp(−B(θ)) where B ∈ B. There is a corresponding Lévy process (St : t  0) called
a subordinator and the Laplace–Stieltjes transform of St is exp(−tB(θ)). A typical sample path begins at the origin and
comprises a linear drift having rate b with a superposed random non-decreasing step function. In this context b is called
the drift rate and B is the Laplace exponent. The measure Ω is called the Lévy measure and it controls the jump component
of the subordinator.
There are three important sub-classes of Bernstein functions. The ﬁrst of these is derived from (positive) self-
decomposable laws, i.e., that subset of infdiv laws for which Ω is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure)
with a density ω(y) = y−1k(y) and k is non-increasing. We call the corresponding Laplace exponent a self-decomposable
Bernstein function and write B ∈ SB. These laws arise as the limit laws obtained from aﬃne transformations of partial
sums of independent random variables. If X has a self-decomposable law then it has the stochastic integral representa-
tion X = ∫ 10 e−t dSt where (St) is a subordinator called the background driving Lévy process (BDLP). Its Laplace exponent
is ψ(θ) = θ B ′(θ), and its Lévy measure is given by ΩB(y,∞) = k(y). This connection arises from the deeper fact that a
self-decomposable process is an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process driven by a Lévy process [15, §17].
Following Schilling et al. [16], we say that B ∈ B is a complete Bernstein function, written B ∈ CB, if its Lévy measure
Ω has a density ω which is completely monotone. Complete Bernstein functions have several equivalent deﬁnitions, and
they also have equivalent integral representations [16, Chapter 6]. We will not reproduce these here, but simply refer to
Corollary 3.1 below where, for Lambert’s W , they follow easily from Theorem 3.1.
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Lévy measure Ω has a density ω such that yω(y) is completely monotone. It follows that T B ⊂ CB ∩SB. Thorin–Bernstein
functions comprise the Laplace exponents of a subset of infdiv laws called generalized gamma convolutions, denoted by
GGC’s. These laws are deﬁned as the weak limits of sums of independent random variables which have gamma laws; see
Steutel and van Harn [17, p. 349]. They are important because in recent years the self-decomposability of many familiar
continuous laws have been demonstrated by showing that they are GGC’s. The connection between T B and GGC’s is seen
from the canonical form of B ∈ T B,
B(θ) = bθ +
∞∫
0
log
(
1+ θ
v
)
mT (dv) (2.2)
where the (Thorin) measure mT satisﬁes
∫ 1
0+ log v
−1mT (dv) < ∞ and
∫∞
1+ v
−1mT (dv) < ∞. It is evident that the point mass
at a > 0 yields the gamma law L(γa) whose density function on (0,∞) is xa−1e−x/Γ (a), and hence that the general form
(2.2) of B indeed is a generalized superposition of gamma law Laplace exponents. Differentiating the right-hand side of (2.2)
will show that the Lévy measure of a Thorin–Bernstein function is
yΩ(dy) =
( ∞∫
0
e−yvmT (dv)
)
dy.
If (N (t): t  0) is a Poisson process with rate ρ which is independent of γa , then it is well known that the stopped
random variable N(γa) has a negative-binomial law. Its probability generating function is (1 + ρ − ρs)−a . If γa is replaced
by a random variable having a GGC law, then the resulting Poisson mixture law is called a generalized negative-binomial
convolution, abbreviated as GNBC. See Steutel and van Harn [17, p. 387] for the properties of these laws.
3. The Lambert law
The solution of the deﬁning functional equation (1.1) can be extended to a multivalued function in the complex plane
cut along the real interval (−∞,−e−1). By W (x) we mean the branch which takes real values on [−e−1,∞). In particular
W (−e−1) = −1, W (0) = 0, and W is unboundedly and concave increasing.
We give two proofs of the Bernstein property of W , each giving this outcome in a different form, and together giving a
reﬁnement. The ﬁrst is a very simple proof of complete monotonicity, and the second gives a ﬁner integral representation.
Recall that a measure Ω(dx) supported on the non-negative reals is called a Lévy measure if
∫
(1∧ x)Ω(dx) < ∞.
Theorem 3.1.
(a) The Lambert function W (x) is a Bernstein function with zero drift rate, i.e., there is a Lévy measure Ω such that
W (x) =
∞∫
0
(
1− e−xy)Ω(dy). (3.1)
(b) Furthermore, Ω is absolutely continuous with a density ω having the form
ω(y) = y−1
∞∫
0
e−ysν(ds), (3.2)
where ν is a probability measure on [0,∞). Hence W ∈ T B.
Proof. (1) Altering the sign convention used by Corless et al. [8] renders their expression for the derivatives of W as
dn
dx
W (x) = (−1)n−1 Pn(W (x))exp(−nW (x))
(1+ W (x))2n−1 (n 1) (3.3)
where Pn(w) is a polynomial of degree n − 1 speciﬁed by the recursion: P1(w) = 1 and for n 1,
Pn+1(w) = (3n − 1+ nw)Pn(w) − (1+ w)P ′n(w). (3.4)
The derivative formula (3.3) holds for x > −e−1.
The function V (t) = 1+ W (t − e−1) is deﬁned for t  0, V (0) = 0 and V (t) > 0 if t > 0. Clearly V (n)(t) = W (n)(t − e−1).
Hence (3.3) yields: If t > 0, then
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V (t) = (−1)n−1 Qn(V (t))exp(−nV (t))[V (t)]2n−1 ,
where
Qn(v) = Pn(v − 1) =
n−1∑
j=0
qnj v
j .
It follows from (3.4) that (for n 1)
Qn+1(v) = (2n− 1+ nv)Qn(v) − vQ ′n(v) = (n− 1+ nv)Qn(v) + nQn(v) − vQ ′n(v).
Since
nQn(v) − vQ ′n(v) =
n−1∑
j=0
(n − j)qnj v j,
we see that if qnj > 0 for j < n, then qn+1, j > 0 if j < n + 1. Since q10 = 1, it follows by induction that qnj > 0 for all
0  j < n and n  1, and hence that V ′(t) is completely monotone. Bernstein’s theorem shows that there is a σ -ﬁnite
measure μ on [0,∞) such that
V ′(t) =
∞∫
0
e−tvμ(dv),
and μ[0,∞) = ∞, since V ′(0) = ∞. It follows from (3.3) that limx→∞ W ′(x) = 0, and hence that limt→∞ V ′(t) = 0. This
implies that μ({0}) = 0.
It follows that
W ′(x) =
∞∫
0
e−xvμ(dv),
where μ(dv) = e−v/eμ(dv), and μ({0}) = 0. Since W ′(0) = 1, we see that μ is a probability measure. Integration yields
(3.1) with Ω(dv) = v−1μ(dv), and Ω assigns inﬁnite mass to the positive reals.
(2) As a function of the complex variable z = x+ iy, W extends to the complex plane cut as mentioned above, and here
denoted by C . Write W (z) = R(z) + iI(z), and observe that (1.1) yields
eR [R cos I − I sin I] = x (3.5)
and
eR [R sin I + I cos I] = y (3.6)
for x+ iy ∈ C . If y > 0, then it follows from (3.6) that I is non-zero, and hence it is either positive in the upper half plane, or
it is negative there. If x > 0 then I → 0 as y → 0+, so it follows from (3.6) that eR(1+ R)I ∼ y. Since R(x, y) → W (x) > 0,
it follows that 0< I(x, y) < π in the upper half plane.
Next, write the derivative W ′(z) = A(z) + iB(z) in (3.3) with n = 1 and compute the imaginary part,
B(z) = −e−R (1+ R) sin I + I cos I
(1+ R)2 + I2 .
It follows from (3.6) that R sin I + I cos I > 0, and then from above, that sin I > 0. Hence 
(W ′(z)) < 0 in the upper half
plane. Since W ′(x) > 0 if x > 0, it follows that W ′ is a Stieltjes transform, i.e., there is a measure ν on (0,∞) satisfying∫∞
0 (1+ s)−1ν(ds) < ∞ such that
W ′(x) =
∞∫
0
ν(ds)
x+ s . (3.7)
See Akhiezer [1, p. 127]. There is in general an additive constant which here is zero since W ′(x) → 0 as x → ∞. Also, since
xW ′(x) → 1 as x → ∞, it follows that ν is a probability measure.
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W (x) =
∞∫
0
log
(
1+ x
s
)
ν(ds). (3.8)
Substituting
log
(
1+ x
s
)
=
∞∫
0
e−sy
(
1− e−xy)y−1 dy
yields the assertions (a) and (b). 
Comparing (2.2) and (3.8) shows that ν is the Thorin measure of W . A more explicit form of ν is derived by Caillol [6,
Appendix A.2] starting from the Cauchy integral formula. His Eq. (A.13) is equivalent to (3.8) with ν(ds) = γW (s)ds where
γW (s) =
{
0 if s < e−1,
π−1( dds
W (−s + i0)) if s > e−1.
He asserts (with no proof or reference) that γW is positive and decreasing in (e−1,∞).
Reviewing the above proof shows that we can extract the fact that supp(ν) ⊂ [e−1,∞) as follows. In the notation of
part (1) of the proof, we see that V ′(x+ iy) = W ′(x− e−1 + iy), so it follows from part (2) that 
(V ′(x+ iy)) < 0 if y > 0.
Hence V ′(t) is a Stieltjes transform (t > 0) with generating measure ν , say. It follows that
W ′(x) =
∞∫
0
ν(ds)
x+ e−1 + s =
∞∫
e−1
ν(ds)
x+ s , (3.9)
where ν is the translate by e−1 of ν . Hence the Lévy density (3.2) takes the form
ω(y) = y−1e−y/e
∞∫
0
e−ysν(ds). (3.10)
The following corollary gives alternative representations for W . Let N(s) = ν[0, s] denote the distribution function deter-
mined by ν , and let N(s) = 1− N(s).
Corollary 3.1.
(a) The Lévy density of W has the Laplace transform representation
ω(y) =
∞∫
0
e−ysN(s)ds. (3.11)
(b) The Stieltjes representation of W is
W (x) =
∞∫
0
x
x+ sσ(ds), (3.12)
where the Stieltjes measure σ is absolutely continuous: σ(ds) = s−1N(s)ds.
(c) The exponential representation of W is
W (x) = exp
[
c +
∞∫
0
(
s
1− s2 −
1
x+ s
)
η(s)ds
]
,
where
c = −
∞∫
0
N(s)
s(1+ s2) ds and η(s) = N(s) ∈ [0,1].
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to recover (3.2). Next, substitute (3.11) into (2.1) and integrate to obtain assertion (b). Finally, express (1.1) as W (x) =
exp(log x− W (x)), substitute the Stieltjes representation and the identity
log x =
∞∫
0
(
s
1+ s2 −
1
x+ s
)
ds,
and manipulate to obtain assertion (c). 
It follows from (3.1) that if m > 0, then W (mθ) is the Laplace exponent of a positive infdiv law having mean m. In
particular, there is an associated subordinator, and also continuous space branching processes (discrete and continuous
time; see Pakes [13] and references therein). We will call the law corresponding to m = 1 the (standard) Lambert law, and
denote it by L(Λ). This law has many interesting properties.
First, comparing (2.2) and (3.8) shows that L(Λ) is a GGC. Alternatively, we see from (3.2) that yω(y) is completely
monotone. Writing the Stieltjes representation (3.12) as W (x) = ∫∞0 (s−1 − (x+ s)−1)N(s)ds shows that the Lambert law is
an exponential mixture; see Steutel and van Harn [17, p. 336]. This is made more explicit by the following result.
Theorem 3.2. The density function of the Lambert law has the exponential mixture form
(x) =
∞∫
0
ye−xy g(y)dy, (3.13)
where the mixing density function is g(y) = y−2N(y). Hence  is strictly decreasing and (0+) = ∞.
Proof. It follows from (1.1) that
E
(
e−θΛ
)= e−W (θ) = W (θ)
θ
=
∞∫
0
e−θx(x)dx, (3.14)
where (x) = Ω(x,∞). The representation (3.13) follows from integrating (3.11). Hence ′(x) = −ω(x) < 0 and (0) =∫∞
0 y
−1N(y)dy = ∞. 
Remark. It follows from the proof that (0) = Ω(0,∞). The fact that this is inﬁnite was seen in Proof 1 of Theorem 3.1.
This outcome shows that Lambert laws are not compound Poisson.
The following result concerns the structure of L(Λ) as a member of SB.
Theorem 3.3. The standard Lambert random variable has the representation Λ = ∫∞0 e−t dSt where the BDLP (St) is the compound
Poisson process whose jumps occur at unit rate and have the density function
ωB(y) =
∞∫
0
e−yssν(ds). (3.15)
Proof. The stochastic integral representation follows because GGC’s are self-decomposable. Results quoted in Section 2 assert
that the Lévy exponent of the BDLP is
ψB(θ) = θW ′(θ) = W (θ)
1+ W (θ) =
∞∫
0
θ
θ + sν(ds),
where the last equalities follow from (3.3), (1.1) and (3.9). The Lévy measure of the BDLP is ΩB(y,∞) = yω(y), so (3.15)
follows from (3.2). Integration yields ΩB(0,∞) = N(∞) = 1, implying that (St) is compound Poisson, as asserted. 
We next consider cumulants and moments of the Lambert law.
Theorem 3.4. The n-th order cumulant of the Lambert law is κn = nn−1 , and its moment of order n is
E
(
Λn
)= (n+ 1)n−1 (n 1). (3.16)
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E(Λ) = 1 and Var(Λ) = 2.
The sequence of moments (3.16) uniquely determines the standard Lambert law.
Proof. The cumulant formula comes directly from the known power series expansion
W (θ) =
∞∑
n=1
(−n)n−1
n! θ
n.
Computing the moment function M(ζ ) := E(Λζ ) using (3.11),
M(ζ ) = Γ (ζ + 1)
∞∫
0
s−ζ N(s)ds = Γ (1+ ζ )
1+ ζ
∞∫
0
s−ζ−1ν(ds). (3.17)
This identity can be interpreted as a product representation for Λ. Just note that if ε has the standard exponential law,
then E(εζ ) = Γ (1+ ζ ), and if U has the uniform law on [0,1], then E(U ζ ) = (1+ ζ )−1. Finally, note that, since W ′(0) = 1,
it follows from (3.9) that
∫∞
0 s
−1ν(ds) = 1. Hence ∫ y0 s−1ν(ds) is the distribution function of a random variable, Z say, so it
follows from (3.17) that
Λ
d= εU/Z , (3.18)
where the factors on the right-hand side are mutually independent. Moments of Λ are obtained by observing that (3.9) can
be expressed as W ′(θ) = E[Z/(θ + Z)], and hence that
W (n)(0) = (−1)n−1(n − 1)!E(Z−(n−1)).
Thus
E
(
Z−n
)= κn+1
n! =
(n+ 1)n
n! ,
so (3.17) implies that
E
(
Λn
)= n!
n+ 1 E
(
Z−n
)= (n+ 1)n−1.
It follows that (E(Λn))−1/2n ∼ n− 12 as n → ∞, and hence the unique determination assertion follows from the Carleman
condition for the Stieltjes moment problem [1]. 
Remark. It follows from (3.18) that the factor U/Z represents the mixing law in the exponential mixture representation
(3.13), implying that its density function is g(y).
We have seen that V ′(θ) has a Stieltjes transform representation, implying that V (θ) is the cumulant function of a
positive infdiv law which we denote by L(V). It follows from (1.1) that
χ(θ) := E(e−θV)= e−V (θ) = V (θ) − 1
eθ − 1 (θ  0). (3.19)
This implies that
χ
(
θ + e−1)
χ
(
e−1
) = θ−1W (θ) = e−W (θ),
showing that the standard Lambert law belongs to the natural exponential family generated by L(V).
By expressing the ﬁnal equality in (3.19) as(
V (θ) − 1)eV (θ) = eθ − 1 (θ  0),
it is easy to show that V (θ) ∼ √2eθ as θ → 0+. We thus obtain (1 − χ(θ))/θ ∼ √2e/θ , and it follows from Karamata’s
Tauberian theorem and the monotone density theorem [4, pp. 39, 47] that
P (V > x) ∼
√
2e
(x → ∞).πx
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P (Λ > x) = o(x−1/2e−x/e).
Many positive infdiv laws arise as the law of zero hitting times of a spectrally positive Lévy process. Speciﬁcally, let
(Lt : t  0) be such a process, and let ψ(ζ ) denote its Laplace exponent. Thus E(exp(−ζ(Lt − L0))) = exp(−tψ(ζ )), and ψ
has the form
ψ(ζ ) = Dζ − 1
2
σ 2ζ 2 +
∞∫
0
(
1− e−ζ x − ζ xe−x)Q (dx).
Here D and σ  0 are constants and Q is a measure on (0,∞) satisfying ∫∞0 (1 ∧ x2)Q (dx) < ∞. Let L0 = 1 and T =
inf{t: Lt = 0}. If ψ(∞) = −∞, then T has an infdiv law whose cumulant function c(θ) (θ  0) is the unique positive
solution of ψ(c) = −θ . See Pakes [12] and references there, or, e.g., Bertoin [3, pp. 186–189] for an account in terms of
spectrally negative processes. The Lambert law does not arise in this way because −ζeζ is not the Laplace exponent of a
Lévy process. However, there is an indirect such connection as we now explain.
We have seen that the Lévy density (3.2) is completely monotone with a generating measure which has a density N(s).
So by the deﬁnition in Section 2 we see that W (θ) ∈ CB. It follows that c(θ) = θ/W (θ) is in CB [16]. In addition, c satisﬁes
ψ(c) = −θ where
ψ(ζ ) = −ζ log ζ = −ζ +
∞∫
0
(
1− e−ζ x − ζ xe−x)x−2 dx.
This means that c(θ) is the Laplace exponent of the zero hitting time law of the spectrally positive stable law with unit
index, D = −1 and σ = 0. However, ψ ′(0) = ∞, and hence (Lt) drifts to +∞, implying that T has a defective law. This is
manifested by the fact that c(0) = 1, so
E
(
e−θT
)= e−c(θ) = exp[−1− ∞∫
0
(
1− e−θ y)Ω˜(dy)],
where Ω˜ is a Lévy measure. This measure relates to the Lambert law as follows.
Using (1.1) we compute
c′(θ) =
∞∫
0
e−θ y yΩ˜(dy) = (1+ W (θ))−1. (3.20)
It follows that yΩ˜(dy) is a probability measure. Let (St : t  0) denote the Lambert subordinator, i.e., the subordinator with
Laplace exponent W (θ), implying that S1 has the standard Lambert law. Let ε have the standard exponential law and be
independent of (St). The identity (3.20) can be expressed as
c′(θ) = E(e−εW (θ))= E(e−θSε ),
i.e., yω˜(dy) is the law of the exponentially stopped Lambert subordinator.
4. Poisson mixtures fromW
There are at least three families of Poisson mixture laws based on the Lambert W . Two of them are associated with the
positive branch of W and we discuss them in this section. The third family is associated with the negative branch of W ,
and it comprises the generalized Poisson laws discussed in the next section.
Let m > 0 and Λ have the Lambert law. The function
f1(τ ;m) := E
(
e−mΛ(1−τ )
)= W (m(1− τ ))
m(1− τ )
is the probability generating function of a random variable Km which has a Poisson mixture law. Since Λ has a GGC law,
we conclude that Km has a GNBC law. The probability masses of this law, denoted by p j(m), can be computed recursively
from
p0(m) = W (m) and p j−1(m) − p j(m) = m
j ∣∣W ( j)(m)∣∣,m j!
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mixture. Finally, the factorial moments E[Km(Km − 1) · · · (Km − n+ 1)] of Km are given by
f (n)1 (1;m) =mnE
(
Λn
)=mn(n+ 1)n−1 (n 1).
A second discrete law is obtained by deﬁning
f2(τ ;m) := W (m) − W (m(1− τ ))
τW (m)
= (τW (m))−1 ∞∫
0
(
emyτ − 1)e−myω(y)dy.
Clearly f2(1;m) = 1 and expanding the integrand in powers of τ shows that f2(τ ;m) =∑ j0 qm( j)τ j where
q j(m) = m
j+1
W (m)( j + 1)!
∞∫
0
y j+1e−myω(y)dy = m
j+1
W (m) j!
∞∫
0
x j
( ∞∫
x
e−myω(y)dy
)
dx. (4.1)
It follows that the weights q j(m) comprise the discrete law of a random variable, Nm say, and this law is a Poisson mixture.
A representation in terms of successive derivatives of W using (3.3) and (1.1) yields
q j−1(m) = m
j|W ( j)(m)|
j!W (m) ( j  1).
In addition, the mean is
E(NM) = m
W (m)
− 1
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
≈m ifm  1,
= e − 1 ifm = 1,
∼ mlogm asm → ∞,
and the variance is
Var(Nm) = m(2m + 1)
W (m)
−
(
m
W (m)
)2
.
In fact, the n-th order factorial moment of Nm + 1 is mn+1(n + 1)n/W (m).
Finally, it follows from (4.1) that the mixing law in the Poisson mixture representation has the density function
μ(x) = 1
mW (m)
∞∫
0
e−zω
(
x+ z
m
)
dz = e
x
W (m)
∞∫
0
E1
(
x
(
1+ v
m
))
ν(dv),
where E1(x) =
∫∞
x z
−1e−z dz is the exponential integral. It follows from (3.2) that μ(x) is completely monotone, i.e., it is an
exponential-mixture density function, and hence infdiv. Thus {qm( j)} is a Poisson mixture with an infdiv mixing law, and
hence it is DID. In addition, μ(0) = 1. It is not clear whether this mixing law is a GGC.
5. Generalized Poisson laws are Poisson mixtures
Now let λ > 0 be a constant and recall that a random variable Nλ has the Borel law with parameter λ, denoted by
Bor(λ), if its probability generating function g(τ ;λ) is the (unique) solution in (−∞,1] of
g = τ exp[−λ(1− g)], (5.1)
where −∞ < τ  1. Lagrange’s theorem for reversion of series gives the explicit expression
P (Nλ = n) = (λn)
n−1
n! e
−λn (n = 1,2, . . .).
It follows from (1.1) that
g(τ ;λ) = −λ−1W (−γ τ), (5.2)
where γ = λe−λ  e−1; equality occurs for λ = 1. The Bor(λ) law is non-defective only if λ  1, and it has ﬁnite mean
(1− λ)−1 if λ < 1. We assume for now that λ 1.
The generalized Poisson (GP) family is the two-parameter family of discrete laws with probability generating functions
h(τ ;λ,m) = e−m(1−g(τ ;λ)) (0 < λ 1, m > 0).
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ticular h(τ ;λ,1) = g(τ ;λ)/τ , which deﬁnes the shifted Bor(λ) law. Thus the shifted Bor(λ) law is DID, and its convolution
powers comprise the GP family. In other words, if λ is ﬁxed, then GP (λ,m) is the one-dimensional law at time m of the
compound Poisson process whose jump law is Bor(λ). We have again the explicit form of the individual probabilities [7],
h0(λ,m) = e−m and hn(λ,m) = m(m + λn)
n−1
n! e
−(m+λn) (n = 1,2, . . .).
Observe that P (Nλ = n) = hn−1(λ,λ).
The Borel–Tanner law BT (λ, r), r a natural number, has probability generating function (g(τ ;λ))r = τ rh(τ ;λ, r) [10]. The
associated shifted law is deﬁned by the probability generating function (g(τ ;λ)/τ )r , and hence the GP laws interpolate the
shifted Borel–Tanner laws.
We now prove that GP laws are Poisson mixtures and obtain some details about the mixing law.
Theorem 5.1. The GP laws are Poisson mixtures, and their mixing laws are exponential mixtures, and hence infdiv.
Proof. Our ﬁrst manoeuvre is a variation of the ﬁrst step used by Joe and Zhu [11]. Let
v(t) = 1− g(1− t;λ) = 1+ λ−1W (γ (t − 1)) (t  0).
The right-hand side is deﬁned and non-negative valued. In addition
v ′(t) = (γ /λ)W ′(γ (t − 1)). (5.3)
It follows from Proof 1 of Theorem 3.1 that v ′(t) is completely monotone. Since
h(1− t;λ,m) = exp(−mv(t)) (5.4)
it follows that h(1−t;λ,m) is completely monotone [17, p. 484]. The Puri–Goldie [14] characterization implies that GP (λ,m)
is a Poisson mixture.
Next, (5.2) entails that
h(τ ;λ,1) = −(λτ )−1W (−γ τ) = γ
λ
∞∫
0
eγ τ x(x)dx, (5.5)
where the second equality follows from (3.14). Substituting z = γ x yields the Poisson mixture representation
h(τ ;λ,1) =
∞∫
0
e−z(1−τ )μ1(z)dz,
where, recalling (3.13), the mixing density
μ1(z) = λ−1ez(z/γ )
is a density function, and hence the density function of the mixing law.
Recalling that supp(ν) ⊂ [e−1,∞), it follows from Theorem 3.2 that
μ1(z) = λ−1ez
∞∫
e−1
y−1e−zy/γ N(y)dy = λ−1e−((eγ )−1−1)z
∞∫
0
N(e−1 + v)
e−1 + v e
−zv/γ dv.
Since γ takes its maximum value of e−1 when λ = 1, we see that eγ  1. It follows that μ1 is completely monotone and
hence it is a mixture of exponential laws. In particular, μ1 is the density function of a positive infdiv law, and hence its m-th
convolution power, with density function μm , is the mixing law in the Poisson mixture representation of GP (λ,m). 
The mixing law for GP (λ,1) is related to the Lambert law as follows. The Laplace–Stieltjes transform of μ1 is
μ̂1(θ) = λ−1
∞∫
0
e−(θ−1)z(z/γ )dz = γ
λ
E
[
e−(θ−1)γΛ
]
(θ  0).
This implies that
λ = E[eγΛ],
γ
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generated by L(V) as deﬁned in Section 3. This connection ‘explains’ the infdiv nature of μ1. It shows also that the mixing
law of GP (λ,m) is a natural exponential family law generated by the m-th convolution power of L(γΛ).
Another identiﬁcation of the mixing laws can be given in terms of the Lambert subordinator (St : t  0) introduced at
the end of Section 3. We deﬁne the exponential operator Tc as follows. Let X be a random variable with a density function
f (x) and c be a real constant such that
∫∞
−∞ e
cx f (x)dx < ∞. Then Tc X is the random variable whose density function is
proportional to ecx f (x).
Theorem 5.2. If Λm denotes the Poisson mixing random variable for the G P (λ,m) law, i.e.,
h(τ ;λ,m) = E[e−Λm(1−τ )],
then
Λm
d= γ Tγ Sm/λ.
Proof. It follows from (5.3) and (5.4) that the Laplace–Stieltjes transform of Λm is
μ̂m(θ) = exp
[−m(1+ λ−1W (γ (θ − 1)))].
Setting θ = 0 implies that λ = −W (−γ ), so
μ̂m(θ) = exp
[
−m
λ
(
W
(
γ (θ − 1))− W (−γ ))]. (5.6)
It follows from (3.1), recalling that ω is the density of Ω , that
W
(
γ (θ − 1))− W (−γ ) = ∞∫
0
(
1− e−γ yθ )eγ yω(y)dy = − log E[exp(−γ θTγ Λ)], (5.7)
and the assertion follows. 
Theorem 5.2 is equivalent to saying that Λm is the value at time m of a subordinator whose Lévy density is
(λγ )−1exω(x/γ ). Our next result reﬁnes Theorem 5.1 by showing that a generalized Poisson law is a GNBC.
Theorem 5.3. If λ 1, then each generalized Poisson law is a GNBC.
Proof. It follows from (5.6) and (5.7) that
h(τ ;λ,m) = exp
[
−m
λ
∞∫
0
(
eγ y − eγ τ y)ω(y)dy].
Substitute (3.2) and note that if v > γ , then
∞∫
0
(
eγ y − eγ yτ )e−yv y−1 dy = log v − γ τ
v − γ .
Recalling that γ  e−1, we obtain
h(τ ;λ,1) = exp
[
m
λ
∞∫
1/e
log
(
v − γ
v − γ τ
)
ν(dv)
]
= exp
[
m
λ
γ /e∫
0
log
(
1− p
1− pτ
)
N (dp)
]
,
where we have substituted p = γ /v and set N (dp) = ν(dv). Thus supp(N ) ⊂ [0, γ /e]. In addition
1
2∫
0
pN (dp) =
∞∫
2γ
(γ /v)ν(dv) < ∞
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1∫
1
2
log
(
1
1− p
)
N (dp) < ∞.
Thus h(τ ;λ,m) has the canonical form of a GNBC generating function [17, p. 387]. 
It follows from the ﬁrst transformations used in the proof that the Lévy measure of the GGC inducing GP (λ,m) (by
Poisson mixing) has the density
(m/γ λ)eyω(y/γ ) = (m/λ)y−1e−y((γ e)−1−1)
∞∫
0
e−ys/γ ν(ds).
Since γ e  1, this clearly is completely monotone.
If λ > 1, then the law of Nλ is defective, speciﬁcally, P (Nλ < ∞) = qλ < 1 where
qλ = exp
[−λ(1− qλ)]= −λ−1W (−γ ).
Deﬁne the conditional law
P (Nλ = j) := P (Nλ = j | Nλ < ∞).
Its probability generating function is gλ(τ ) = gλ(τ )/qλ , and it follows that gλ satisﬁes (5.1) with λ replaced by λ = λqλ =
−W (−γ ) < 1. This implies that Nλ has the Bor(λ) law.
This outcome is one manifestation of the decomposition of supercritical Galton–Watson process sample paths into those
which hit zero and those which do not (and hence drift to inﬁnity). Conditioning the process on eventual extinction yields
a subcritical branching process. The relevance of this comment is that if the offspring law is Poisson with mean λ, then the
offspring law of the conditioned process is Poisson with mean λ. See Athreya and Ney [2, Section 1.2] for these matters.
6. A generalization
Let α > 0 and consider the functional equation
αUeαU = θα (θ  0).
Comparing this with (1.1) shows that Uα(θ) = α−1W (θα) is the unique non-negative valued solution. Differentiation yields
U ′α(θ) = θα−1W ′(θα), and since θ(1−α) is completely monotone iff α  1, we obtain the following consequence of Theo-
rem 3.1.
Lemma 6.1. The function W (θα) ∈ B iff α  1.
We assume now that α  1 and let Sα denote a random variable having the positive stable law with index α. Its
Laplace–Stieltjes transform is exp(−θα). Suppose that Λ has a standard Lambert law and it is independent of Sα , and let
Λα = Λ1/α Sα . A routinely familiar computation yields
E
[
exp(−θΛα)
]= E[exp(−θαΛ)]= exp(−W (θα)).
Hence W (θα) is the cumulant function of the infdiv law L(Λα). We have further information, as follows. Denote the density
function of Sα by σα .
Lemma 6.2. If α  1, then L(Λα) is a GGC. Its Lévy density is
ωα(x) = xα−1
∞∫
0
σα(v)ω
(
(x/v)α
)
v−α dv.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is a consequence of the fact that L(Λ) is a GGC (Steutel and van Harn [17, p. 363] or Schilling et
al. [16, p. 68]). The form of ωα follows from
W
(
θα
)= ∞∫ (1− e−θα y)ω(y)dy = ∞∫ { ∞∫ (1− e−θ y1/α v)σα(v)dv}ω(y)dy.0 0 0
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completely monotone derivative, ω((x/v)α) too is completely monotone. Hence ωα is the product of completely monotone
functions. 
By using (3.2), the above representation for ωα can be further developed as
xωα(x) = αxα E
[
ω
(
(x/Sα)
α
)
S−αα
]= αE[ ∞∫
0
(
exp
(−s(x/Sα)α))ν(ds)]= α ∞∫
0
E
[
exp
(−xs1/α S˜α/Sα)]ν(ds),
where S˜α is an independent copy of Sα . The right-hand side is completely monotone, so it follows again that L(Λα) is a
GGC.
We can generalize the discrete Poisson mixture laws in Sections 4, 5 as follows. To each positive random variable M
there corresponds a Poisson mixture whose probability generating function is
h(τ ) = E[e−M(1−τ )].
If 0 < α  1 and Sα is independent of M , then
hα(τ ) := E
(
e−M(1−τ )α)
)= E(e−M1/α Sα(1−s)
deﬁnes a Poisson mixture. The case where L(M) is degenerate gives the so-called discrete stable laws with index α. If L(M)
is a GGC, then so is L(M1/α Sα) [17, p. 363]. This implies that hα(τ ) is the generating function of a GNBC.
So if M = Λ, then f1(τ ;m,α) := f1(1−(1−τ )α;m) generates a GNBC whose Poisson mixing law has the density function
ωα(x) above. Similar generalizations are obtained from f2(τ ;m) above, and from the GP (λ,m) laws. Their Poisson mixing
densities have fairly complicated integral representations which we have not recorded here. The generalizations obtained
from the GP (λ,m) laws also are GNBC’s.
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